
On The Nature of Ethical Inquiry
By

Stunned at Sunset

Part I
The Quandary
In my travels,  discussions,  and inquiries of  late,  I’ve noticed that  “the other” is  asserting a 
fundamental change in human consciousness has begun—that a good many people are asking a 
lot of questions about the nature and character of the world around us.  It’s not that humanity 
has just recently begun exhibiting the attributes of curiosity and wonder.  There seems to have 
been a qualitative alteration of our consciousness—in the way we all  think!  Or so it would 
seem.  Some of our spiritual adventurers are calling it “The Shift” without bothering to explain  

just  what  it  is  they  mean  that  we  are  all 
“shifting”  to.   They  seem  to  be  describing  a 
change  of  attitude  when  our  shamanic 
traditions are all  telling us that such an event 
will complete a comprehensive transformation 
of  the  human  condition;  a  qualitative 
revolution through which we can address our 
human experience as inevitability.

Coincidentally,  in  the  human  intellectual 
discipline  of  science  there  has  been  much 
discussion as to just what an “explanation” for 
this  phenomenon  should  be  from  a 
philosophical  point  of  view.   How should  we 
frame the context  of  the discussion?  Should 
we  pose  our  explanation,  here  in  the 
organizational societies of Western Civilization, 

as a truth based on “Judeo-Christian-Muslim” dogma?  Some believe a better understanding of 
this evolving human consciousness can be achieved through a simplified rationalization based 
on Brahman theology.  Still others offer the fundamental teachings of Buddha as an honest 
alternative to help us plumb the probability of determining the truth behind this mysterious 
manifestation in human behavior.   That’s the status quo trying to put a handle on it; the whole  
thing is getting away from everyone.  Our creative processes are having a tremendous difficulty 
in identifying this “change” for what it really is.  And, we have to ask ourselves: “What is  it … 
really?”
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They seem to be describing a change of attitude 
when our shamanic traditions are all telling us  
that such an event will complete a comprehensive  
transformation of the human condition; a  
qualitative revolution through which we can  
address our human experience as inevitability.

Now, this is just me “thinking” but I assert that 
there has been little or no significant change in 
human  values  to  the  extent  any  of  us  can 
substantiate  the  assertion  that  humanity,  in 
general,  and  the  people  of  this  planetary 
population in particular are knowledgeable of 
any alteration in their consciousness; in other 
words, have any of  us  really experienced the 
so-called “Shift” as the term is often associated 
with human consciousness?  Have we actually changed the  way  we think about our world? 
What can we say distinguishes our present popular  global viewpoint from one that anyone 
could differentiate as having been significantly changed by some transformative process? 

Let me put it  this way: we still love life—or that experience that we often refer to as “living.” 
Within that context, we maintain categories of identity that would seem … well, unenlightened
—for lack of a better word.  We continue to identify “the other” as black, brown, yellow, red, or 
white.   We  then  subdivide  that  population  into  types  of  the  order  of  male,  female—or 
hermaphrodite.  As if these distinctions were not adequate enough to determine the character 
of our humanity, we further deconstruct these types into groups that define us as heterosexual, 
homosexual, or bisexual, and some even cross boundaries of categorization defining their sense 
of  self  as  trans-sexual.   After  we’ve  made  these  biological  declarations  in  qualitative 
differences,  we move our thought  process to making further distinctions based on a social  
identity that uses a financial classification to quantitatively qualify any individual as belonging 
to yet another subset of taxonomy—upper class, upper middle class, middle class, lower middle 
class, working class, “the poor,” and finally a description that somewhat describes a condition 
of human vagrancy.

Our lexicographers might contend that we require these distinctions in an effort to address the 
specificity  of  our  nature  and  character;  sort  of  a  “reality  check”  but  for  what  purpose? 

Wouldn’t it just be easier to refer to “the other” as “that 
guy over there,” or “yes, that woman in the nice dress,” 
or “hey, kid!”  Go figure.  My point is that, as a species, 
we tend to embroil ourselves in such “specificity” for no 
other reason than to establish boundaries that separate  
us from “the other.”  Yes … we are still  exploring the 
“wisdom” of separation.  We do it this way because “the 
wisdom of  separation” requires us to externalize “the 
other”—to  categorize  our  fellows  as  something 
distinctly different and discrete from that sentience we 
designate as our “Self.”

It  hasn’t  anything  to  do  with  our  social  governance, 
really.  The “ideation”—that is, the creative process of 

generating,  developing,  and communicating  these thoughts  is  sometimes difficult  for  us  to 
“uncouple” qualitatively.  Our cognition is driven by a rich imagery to the extent that we are 
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wont  to—at  once—externalize  and  then  associate  with  the  articles  of  our  reality  and  so 
communicating  them  in  this  context  is  sometimes  confusing.   And,  confusion  breeds 
contention.  

You know the old adage: “A picture is worth a thousand words?”  That theory refers to the  
notion  that  a  complex  idea  can  be  conveyed  with  just  a  single  image  that  appropriately  
characterizes the effectiveness of “visualization” as a communications technique.  It makes it  
possible  to  absorb  enormous  amounts  of  information  very  rapidly  and  very  coherently. 
Visualization is a cognitive process that focuses both our logical mind and our emotional state 
on the “big picture.”  Information we receive through our senses is processed by more than just 
our intellect; it is filtered through our emotions and they are governed by our intuition and the 
deep  feelings  of  our  heart.   Desire,  hate,  sex,  and 
violence are shaping our outlook at  one end of the 
spectrum and Love, tolerance, respect, and harmony 
form the attitudes we sometimes adopt at the other. 
There’s that implied reference to duality again!

“I praise you because I am fearfully and wonderfully  
made;  your  works  are  wonderful,  I  know  that  full  
well.” [Psalm 139:14]

Thus have we been made; what can I say?

Think on it!  Think of all of the issues to which I am 
implying are aspects of our human condition with just 
these  few  “ideas!”   An  “idea,”  after  all,  is  but  an 
element  of  thought  that  can  either  be  abstract  or 
concrete; it can be arbitrary or formative.  Ideation, as 
human undertakings go, comprises all stages of something our sophists like to call a “thought 
cycle.”   From  its  initial  conceptualization  as  a  novelty,  through  its  logical  and  practical 
expansion, to its maturity and implementation by hands-on empirical effort, we can say that 
“ideation” is an essential part of any human process that attempts disclosure.  Oh, and by the  
way, what are we doing when we attempt to “explain” anything to anyone anyway?  Yes, we 
are disclosing our “ideas” aren’t we? 

Ideas  then,  form  the  fundamentals  of  causation  and  we  experience  the  consequences  of 
thinking them as phenomena that can be identified as their effects but we can never seem to 
“see” them as a material construct of our reality.  Their effects are what we can ascertain with 
our five senses because our ideas are causal and give rise to the methods and resources that 
would  produce  those  effects  as  material  consequences  of  the  way  we  think  (the  same 
determination explained in yet another manner).  Our ideas remain ephemeral and disguised as 
human behavior and that is why communicating them can be so difficult.
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At issue is not the explanation we have chosen but the “mechanism” through which ethical or  
unethical conduct is conceived, developed and structured, and then proselytized.  Our choice 

attempts  to  exemplify  the  unacceptable  by 
suggesting  an extreme expression of  behavior—
always—what  we  sometimes  refer  to  as  “type-
casting.”  It is the way we think.  Great apes enjoy 
arranging  things  in  attractive  patterns  that 
suggest  the  idiosyncratic  assignment  of 
significance and furtive utility but this value and 
its nature is associated only with its context (e.g., 
Western Civilization).   For example, coldblooded 
cruelty, within the context of an extremist point 
of view (a religious fundamentalist, for example), 
would  be  rewarded  as  right-minded  thinking 
regardless of how many innocent people suffered 
such  consequences  in  the  pursuit  of  the 
underlying  ideology.   This  is  Bohm’s  idea  of 

“wholeness and implicate order.”1  Sentience sees the “whole” attempts to fragment it into its 
component  parts  and  then  strives  to  reorganize  those  same  elements  into  another 
arrangement that represents wholeness once again.  What the hell are we doing?  Park that  
one off in a corner of your mind for a while; we’ll come back to it.

Another  example  is  in  our  attempt  to  “teach,”  we  often  make  this  mistake:  we  offer  the 
extremes  as  examples,  rich  with  imagery  (because  that’s  the  way  we  currently  think),  
juxtaposed  so  that  their  incongruity  is  made  all  the  more  apparent  to  the  malleable  and 
evolving human mind.  However, we have done nothing useful when we represent the articles 
of our reality in this fashion.  We merely polarize issues and associations that, once consumed 
by  the  uninitiated,  promulgate  extreme  choices  and  offer  nothing  tangible  to  adopt  as  a 
necessary skill.

We must always remember that we humans are great apes and great apes all learn by example  
(monkey-see-monkey-do).  It is the product of our evolution and a natural consequence of our 
instinctive response to cause and effect.  The purpose of education, then, is to expose reality by 
laying down the many layers of its operational characteristics—to discover the theme of what  
we observe with our five senses.  And, there are many themes to discover: life and death,  
growth and atrophy, conflict and cooperation, youth and maturity, and so on and so on.  Each 
theme has associated with it, its own contrasting theme because much of the property of our 
reality  functions  incorporating  such  dynamic  tension.   We  survive  by  navigating  our  way 
between opposing themes.

1 David  Joseph  Bohm  (20  December  1917  –  27  October  1992)  was  an  American  theoretical  physicist  who  
contributed innovative and unorthodox ideas to quantum theory, philosophy of mind, and neuropsychology. He is  
widely considered to be one of the most significant theoretical physicists of the 20th century.
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The definition of being “pedantic” is someone who has a very narrow focus on a subject and  
tends to exaggerate their knowledge of the subject matter by emphasizing details ad nauseam 
or  by pointing  out  the mistakes  of  “the  other”  in  the course  of  their  communication.   An 
example of such a character would be the prescriptive opponent.  I’m sure that you’ve met 
such people before; they are the kind of person who insists that “…until you do this, I cannot  
consider you that!”  It’s all such hopeless, feckless, inconsiderate, and unnecessary circuitous 
reasoning.   And,  that’s  what  I’m alluding  to when I  describe our  current  mindset  as  Third 
Density,  three-dimensional  prescriptive  thinking.   That’s  what  we  do  here on this  plane of 
existence.  It’s an ideology—a subversion of the human mind system and it is insular and self-
contained because,  in  thinking  this  way,  we  isolate  ourselves  from  each  other;  we  live  in 
separation.   We are able to construct distinctive differences between “us” and “them” but, 
without the other’s point of view, how can we ever 
change  our  awareness?   How  can  this  shift  in 
consciousness occur?

 I am enlightened; you are ignorant.

 I am spiritual; you are intellectual.

 I am of the Light; you are in the Dark.

 I am an achievement; you are a catastrophe.

 I am perfect; you are imperfect.

 I am human; you are not.

  

It  is  Ideology;  yes, Duality is  ideology.   Ideology is a 
closed system of thinking that promotes a response to 
reality  based  on  rules  and  standardized  operational 
procedures rooted in immutable (but not necessarily 
scientific)  law.  Ideology is to be memorized; it  is  to be learned by rote processes given to 
coercion (The ancient Egyptian saying comes to mind: “The ears of a student are on his back;  
the harder you beat him, the better he listens.”).   Ideology is imposed upon the other from 
without.  It is a fabrication of principle advanced as “Truth.”

Philosophy is, by its very nature, an inquisitive field of study.  It  requires reason and builds 
arguments based on experience.  It encourages the uninitiated to examine their reality through 
the lens of inquiry and apply common sense (right-brain thinking) and the rules of empirical 
evidence  to  conceive  an  ultimate  understanding.   But,  arriving  at  that  understanding  is 
accomplished intuitively!  The difference is in that the understanding comes from within and, in 
order to resolve from within, you have to consider the other’s state of mind; the All-Mind—the 
Whole.  You can’t consider that “content” within the context of your own cognition—unless you 
open your mind to the possibility of unity consciousness—eh?  Can such a state of mind be 
achieved?  Can we “share” our thoughts eliminating the need for estimable interpretation?
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This is a really tough row to hoe because, with the growth and development of science in the  
second millennium of Western Civilization, this concept (unity consciousness) began to receive 
more scrutiny though the scientific  method of  rigorous and specific  analysis.   Of  particular 
concern  to  many  were  the  advent  of  evolving  theories  that  posited  the  existence  of  an 

unobservable  aspect  of  our 
plane  of  existence  and  that 
aspect included unseen entities 
and  mysterious  processes—
otherworldly  distortions  in  our 
objective  reality  (atoms,  fields, 
energies,  genes,  archons, 
angels,  and  extra  dimensional 
beings).   These  posed  a 
dilemma  to  New  Age 
theoreticians  as  well:   on  the 
one hand, the empiricist had to 

reject  unobservable  entities  as  a  matter  of  principle  (there  wasn’t  any  proof—externalized 
material evidence that might suggest their existence); on the other hand, those theories that 
appealed to the notion of the “unobservable” were clearly producing disturbing results (the 
experiments conducted by Don Elkins, Ph.D. come to mind [e.g., The Law of One]).  

Thus scientists searched for some way to characterize the obvious value of such theories as 
“paranormal”  (Beyond  the  range  of  normal  experience  or  scientific  explanation)  without 
abandoning the empiricist principles deemed central to scientific inquiry.  If you just casually 
examine the current public mindset (including many who would claim they have “awakened”) 
this  would  seem  to  be  the  general  consensus  to  this  day.   Even  the  self-proclaimed 
“Enlightened” clamor for proof and what is proof?  Why, proof is evidence; evidence is external  
to our cognition—it is available for everyone to access and evaluate.  Evidence is the criteria 
from  which  our  thought  derives  its  credibility—its  believability!   Evidence  is  the  material 
element that forms the foundation of our rationale as we articulate our Third Density, three-
dimensional prescriptive thinking.

The Universe as a Hologram
One  of  the  obvious  dilemmas  associated  with  human  thought  is  the  rather  disconcerting 
possibility of it becoming fragmented.  When you make a “determination,” you have engaged in 
a thought  process that breaks things  up into their  constituent  parts  and,  very often,  those 
“models”  should  not  have  been broken up  in  the  first  place!   This  anti-holistic  propensity  
creates those fabricated divisions or fictitious categorizations that I was complaining about in 
the previous paragraphs.  People aren’t really a product of any category of definition.  In reality, 
they’re just human beings but we cling to the nature of our journey isolated from each other in  
separation; we call “the other” out into colorful contours and odd associations anyway.  This 
propensity extends outward from our mindset to encompass the externalized world common to 
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our objective reality.  For example, in the discipline of science, knowledge becomes intensely  
fragmented through the process of human specialization.  Specialization is a learning process 
that encourages scientists to concentrate on fields of study that become increasingly esoteric as 
the  focus  of  scientific  inquiry  and  empirical  evaluation  narrows  to  the  very  rudiments  of  
cognition. 

Were  we  actually  achieving  some  sort  of  fundamental  transformation  in  the  way  we 
rationalized the articles of our reality, we would be moving to a more holistic world view—a  
unified theory of everything;  an objective reality devoid of those tedious classifications and 
categories; a unity consciousness; a prevailing impression of “Oneness.”  We all would suddenly  
realize our common humanity accepting the “Truth” as something evident to our planetary  
consciousness (read: our Group Mind).   If  we 
were  qualitatively  different  in  our  conscious 
perception of the world as we now know it, we 
would,  at  least,  gradually abandon  our 
seemingly  inexhaustible  aspirations  for 
quantifying the  quality  and  capacity  of  our 
intellectual and technical acumen.  We would, 
over  time,  accept  the  common,  collective 
notion of the “Truth” as appropriate to every 
level of human cognitive capacity and just leave 
it  out  there  for  everyone  to  consume. 
Wouldn’t you think that we’d stop insisting on 
the contentious identification of every iota of 
material evidence supporting its existence in an 
individual and very marginalized understanding 
of our vision of the world confined by fabricated divisions?  I think it would be for certain that  
such a shift in consciousness would end all  of  the secrecy associated with such disquieting 
“Truth,” (as we are all beginning to realize requires disclosure) allowing it to bask in the light of  
reason;  illuminating  it  as  nothing  more  than  an  ever-present  distortion  in  our  mutually 
experienced space/time continuum.

That’s not happening is it?  I mean, sure, there are whistleblowers and prophets of revelation 
galore but they’re just talking about something they claim to know as “the Truth.”  The rest of 
us just have to assume that what they’re talking about actually exists!  Assumptions are like a 
head on a body.  Everyone alive has one, you know?  And, what are they claiming to disclose?  
There are extraterrestrials and extra-dimensional beings living among us!  Gosh!  UFOs are real!  
No kidding?  Is that what all those Mexicans saw in skies above their capital?  People can travel  
in  time!   Unbelievable!   The  Shadow  Government  has  advanced  technology!   The  greedy 
bastards!   And  this  discourse  continues.   It  has  expanded  exponentially  over  the  past  six 
decades and to what purpose?
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We have to ask ourselves: “How many children of this world have died of starvation over the  
course of just this past year?  How many people perished in the frequent wars of attrition that  
have  been  fought  over  the  past  century?   How  many  of  the  common  folk  have  been 
dispossessed  through  the  mechanism  of  human  greed,  state-sponsored  fraud,  corporate 
virulence, and financial manipulation?  How much pollution have we spread about the planet as 
a result of our petroleum industry, our natural gas exploitation, mining, genetically modified 
organisms, military weapons testing, consumer waste, and exorbitant consumption?”  Do we 
know the “Truth” of all that?  Do we even care?  Yet, this is how we describe our subjective  
reality when, had we experienced the true transformation in thought that comes with a shift to 
unity consciousness—that qualitative change in the way we perceive our beingness—we would 
have  thoroughly  understood  our  humanity  as  “the  human condition;”  we would  “see”  the 
Whole.  Wouldn’t you agree?  

Of course, we can make the argument that 
many  of  us  have  moved  toward  that 
enlightened state of mind but apparently not 
in  numbers  sufficient  to  influence  either 
disclosure or the legislation and enforcement 
of  comprehensive regulation to contain our 
bad behavior.   We are  at  a  horrific  loss  to 
govern  ourselves.   So,  the  Earth,  our 
biosphere, our home amongst the stars, our 
Great  Mother  is  condemned  to  suffer 
pointless  reprisal  as  a  consequence  of  our 
defective  cognition  and  deficient  evolution. 

We  seldom  consider  the  consistency  of  the  abundance  that  we  harvest  through  our 
dependency; it has become boringly commonplace.  How blithe is the process we engage to set 
our human priorities and completely reckless is the system of thought that produces it!

The Tofflers,2 famous for their sociological dissertations, had a new way of thinking back in the 
1980’s.  Among the elements that formed their basic premise for predicting future trends in any 
epoch were these two chilling rationalizations:

1. “The way that wealth is created strongly influences the way that war is made.”

and

2. “There  are  different  forms  of  war-fighting  that  require  different  forms  of 
peacekeeping.” 

Amazing!  Can we examine today’s planetary pulse and honestly declare to ourselves that a 
fundamental change in human thought has manifested itself in recent times?  Even among the 
New Age believers,  the emphasis  on change involves a political,  economic, and sociological  
reorganization to affect individual opportunity and a global prosperity measured in degrees of 

2 Toffler, with his wife Heidi, is the author of Future Shock, The Third Wave, Powershift, and Revolutionary Wealth.
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the material accumulation wealth.  When you study the many different initiatives in play, you 
discover a reoccurring theme present in every single prosperity program:  

“Them that's got shall get
Them that's not shall lose

So the Bible said and it still is news
Mama may have, Papa may have

But God bless the child that's got his own
That's got his own”

[Billie Holiday]

Ms. Holiday had a knack for putting “things” into their proper perspective, didn’t she?  She 
seems to be thinking inductively—putting all the pieces of this puzzle of life back together so 
that the rest of us are compelled to acknowledge the “Truth” of it.  She wrote and sang of life  

holistically  and  her  declarations  rudely 
vanquish  all  of  the  polemics  we’ve 
engaged to the contrary.  

Is  that  what  the  “Shift”  in  human 
consciousness is all about?  To the degree 
that such a paradigm does nothing more 
than re-arrange the accumulated elements 
of a defective civilization into a system of 
“improved”  impartiality,  we  have  done 
nothing  at  all  to  “change”  the  way  we 
think.  All we have done if, indeed, we are 
able  to shepherd this  collective  effort  to 

materialize as an “Alternative World Order,” is to have reset the space/time continuum back to 
zero and that’s as close to “string theory” as I’d like to get, to be honest with you all.  This kind 
of thing has been done thousands of times in the past and in many creatively different ways.3 

In the end, as we see with certainty in our own time, the human condition moves in cycles from 
enlightened kindness to brutal,  evil  subjugation and back again.    I  see no “evidence” of a  
material or spiritual transformation of the planetary human mind (read: group mind).

This  defective  system  of  thought  does  nothing  more  than  unite  theology,  nature,  science, 
economics,  and  politics  in  yet  another  dynamic  global  undertaking  to  redistribute  those 
resources common to the inheritance of each and every one of us living on this planet.  Its  
proponents often center their laborious efforts on gratuitous diversity for the sake of justifying 

3 Yes it has; for example, the Jews of antiquity had laws that “reset” the balance of equity every so many years.  It  
was called a “Jubilee,” in which all debts were written off and forgiven.  The Jubilee (Hebrew yovel יובל) year is the 
year at the end of seven cycles of shmita (Sabbatical years), and according to Biblical regulations had a special  
impact on the ownership and management of land in the Land of Israel; there is some debate whether it was the  
49th year (the last year of seven sabbatical cycles, referred to as the Sabbath's Sabbath), or whether it was the  
following (50th) year. Jubilee deals largely with land, property, and property rights. As with most cultures, the  
property rights regarding land, slaves and indentured servants were less absolute than for other property rights  
such as for tools and personal artifacts. [Wikipedia]
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Does objective reality exist, or is our  
Universe a phantasm as Michael Talbot  
once posed?

the methodologies that will be employed in 
the distribution  of  wealth (As  opposed to 
the “re-distribution of wealth; ensure that 
you understand this).  And, in the pursuit of 
the commerce necessary to implement this 
new  dynamic,  we  are  often  entertained 
with a suggested system of governance that 
has  no  quantifiable  capacity  for  religious 
tolerance or moral forbearance.  Whatever must be done will be done “their” way and the rest 
of us will just have to accept the outcome as something better than what we now appreciate as  
an imposition.  We use the phrase "New Age" and imply that it refers to an "Aquarian Age"—a  
new and golden age for mankind.  Its prophets assert that is now beginning and is expected to 
bring peace and enlightenment as well as reunite humans with the One Creator/God, the All-
Mind, the Prime Creator.  

If the human race is estranged from The One Creator/God for our lack of insight concerning Its 
nature and the “true complexion” of Its Creation, how would reviving the banking system be 
considered a divine act of “co-creation” when the All-Mind can create the elements of any 
material reality from absolutely nothing but pure thought and the Light of Unconditional Love? 
It would seem that at its foundation our “New Age” crusade might be nothing more than a 
rejuvenated  religious  system  proselytizing  two  main  dogmatic  doctrines:  “Evolutionary 
Godhood”  and  “Global  Unity”  neither  of  which  do  much  to  describe  the  nature  and  true 
cosmology of the Universe within which we live as conscious sovereign integrals of the Prime 
Creator.  For, if we are to believe in the light and love Of the One Infinite Creator, rejoicing in its  
power and peace, how can we call ourselves “enlightened” if we continue to think in these 
discrete and insular terms?  You’re right.  We can’t.

Does objective reality exist, or is our Universe a phantasm as Michael Talbot once posed?  Is 
what I’m seeing in my capacity as a New Age curmudgeon the same thing that all of you are 
witnessing  as  “keen  observers?”   I’m  using  this  term  “objective  reality”  to  contrast  our 
understanding of subjective reality—reality as filtered through our mindset and shaped by past 
conditioning.   Objective reality is understood to be the world without;  it’s externalized and 
accessible by everyone—it’s how things “really are,” in a manner of speaking.  I suppose that it  
is conceivable for us to perceive objectively but I would think it difficult.  It’s almost impossible  
for us to take in the “entirety” of our reality (its Wholeness) and articulate any aspect of it  
without  pointing  to  its  individual  characteristics.   Jesus,  there  are  those  troublesome 

categorizations again!  Are you beginning to see 
what I mean?  Whenever we explore our reality 
as “Truth”—regardless of the method we employ
—we have  to  abandon  our  objectivity.   We go 
within.  As an example, when I am attempting to 

describe human awareness, I find it difficult to just identify it as a product of consciousness.  I  
can’t describe our consciousness in its “totality.”  I have to talk about all of the ideas we come 
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up with as elements of its  context; we project these thoughts  from within as ideation and 
demonstrate them to the world without as our behavior.  

I can’t just say subjectively: “Our consciousness” because, if I’m not thinking holistically when I 
attempt to describe it, how would you then be able to envision its objective description and 
identify its presence? It is the same with objective reality.  If we attempt to say anything about 
it at all we have to emphasize its characteristics.  How do I know this?  Why, because many of 
you do it to me most of the time.  Our “groupthink” is continuous and based on a  desire for 
harmony and conformity and, often, it results in deviant determinations.  I’m  thinking  “that 
way” because I think that  you  think that way.  I see you employing prescriptive thinking by 
categorizing  the  effects  that  are  apparent  to  you and  I  enter  into  similar  communications 
employing the same meme.  See what I mean?  It’s not the same thing as unity consciousness. 
Groupthink doesn’t permit any degree of confidence as would unity consciousness because we 
would all know the “Truth” at the same time—there wouldn’t be any equivocation.  Groupthink 
allows us to estimate the “likelihood” or probability that “something” we’re contemplating in 

the moment might be the case.  It is based 
on  behavior  and  behavior  is  affected  by 
emotions; when we act on estimates of “the 
other’s”  behavior,  we  are  employing  the 
mentality of “the herd.”  

That’s  what  I’m  getting  at.   All  this  talk 
about a “Shift” to unity consciousness is, in 
the  present  paradigm,  an  estimate  of  the 
likelihood that most of us are entertaining 
similar ideas.  If we were actually engaged 
in unity consciousness we would be sharing 
the  same  thoughts.  We would understand 

those  thoughts  in  the  same  way.   If,  indeed,  the  universe  is a  hologram—the  effect  that 
manifests itself from our individual thought, then the Whole would have the architecture of a 
Mandelbrot fractal and our mindset would conform to the laws of mathematics that govern 
that kind of construct.  So, as we are complete and total likenesses of the whole, as we think, so 
would the whole.  That’s not happening.  “The Whole” (or more specifically, our Group Mind) 
seems to be hell-bent on disrupting the “natural” order of our evolution as a species in our  
“ascension” toward higher vibrations of Light and Love.  I don’t know about you but, at present, 
“the other” is still trying to start wars, pollute the planet, kill off the majority of the planet’s  
human  population  and  remain  the  privileged  concubines  of  barbarity  as  they  have  been 
accustomed to for millennia.  Sure, our fragmented, ineffectual groupthink is obstructing these 
dark  agendas  but  those  agendas  are  advanced  despite  our  best  intentions  to  mollify  the 
immorality and abject insanity of such strategies.  We’re a long way from the “Choice Point”  
that Greg Braden describes in his presentations.

Go here to understand the fundamentals:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lb8MCrg2V0w
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These  “New  Age”  thinkers  are  really  bright  and  very  sincere  people;  they  speak  to  our 
apprehension from the depths of their own authentic life experience.   What’s more, they’re all  
saying the same thing: that we have some time remaining in which to identify these “Choice 
Points” and make decisions that will move us away from the catastrophic flow of events into  
which the whole of our planetary logos, and every life form depending on it, is swept away into 
a vortex of catastrophe.  It’s not the end of all things; it’s not the end of life as we know it.  

What it is or may become is Paradise Lost!

To my mind, the most intriguing “explanation” of how our 
Universe truly functions was articulated a few years ago by 
Greg Braden.  As with his presentations on the concept of a 
“Choice Point,” he was successful in illustrating this “theory 
of  everything.”    He  used  the  scientific  reckoning  that 
describes  the  barrier  between  order  and  chaos—the 
mathematics of the Mandelbrot Fractal.

Go here to view one of his more popular presentations on this matter:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W4N08QMwylE

This theory actually demonstrates a model that might accurately describe the Cosmology of our 
infinite Universe.   Within it,  we function as complete replications of  the whole.   All  of  the 
information that can describe the Whole can be found within us and all of the information that 
can describe us can be found within the Whole as well.  There is an assertion being made here 
and it is that any “change” that might originate from within us would then manifest itself as a  
universal  statement  of  being  and vice  versa.   If  we  accept  this  supposition  then we must  
assume that  our present chaos is a  reflection of  our  universal  statement of  being and any 
changes to that mindset can come at any time.  Or can they?

—Continued in Part II—
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